This field trip will be an "unique opportunity" to participate in the 2018 excavation campaign at Angeac-Charente locality with the team of around 25 people. Participants will live with the team at the Angeac school (sleeping in tents, picnics in vineyards).

_Schedule 14-18 July 2018:

**Day 1** July 14th: Arrival at Angoulême Train station at the end of the morning, visit of the collections of the Angoulême Museum, Transportation to Angeac, Visit of the Angeac fossil Locality and excavation. Dinner on the bank of the Charente River.

**Day 2** July 15th: Excavation at Angeac Locality with all the team.

**Day 3** July 16th: Transportation to La Rochelle, visit of the exhibition "Dinosaures, les géants du Vignoble" at the Natural History Museum of La Rochelle. Dinner at Bassac.

**Day 4** July 17th: Excavation at the Angeac Locality, Charente river boat ride on a traditional flatbottomed boat (Gabare).

**Day 5** July 18th: Return to Paris.

_Organizers:

Ronan Allain: CR2P, MNHN, CNRS, UPMC • F-Paris • 33(0)1.40.79.30.59 • ronan.allain@mnhn.fr

Please contact Ronan ALLAIN before final registration on the IPC5 website.

_Point of Departure:_ Angoulême, railway station (16)

_Point of Arrival:_ Angoulême, railway station (16)

_Participant Fees:_

Cost: 200 euros

Not included: TGV Paris (Montparnasse Station) - Angoulême (return ticket around 120 €)

_Number of Participants Min/Max:_ 3/6

_Weather/Requirements:_

Temperatures are between 13°C and 25°C.

Field work equipment including hat and swimsuit (tools are not required).

_Accommodation:_

Camping (tents and sleeping bags are supplied).

Participants will live with the team at the Angeac school.

_Transportation:_ Cars

_Excursion Guide:_